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Abstract
This document gives a step‐by‐step description of how to compile SGeMS. SGeMS is a open‐
source software package for geostatistical modeling, developed at Stanford University.
Most of the recipe is generally valid, but the part describing the linking with QT describes the
setup of QT at NR, and the description on how to link with QT will only work when connected
with NRs network.
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1 Preconditions
To be able to compile SGeMS the following software packages and libraries are needed:
1.

The SGeMS source code can be downloaded from http://sgems.sourceforge.net/.
(http://prdownloads.sourceforge.net/sgems/SGeMS‐1.4.1.tgz?download)

2.

GsTL can be downloaded from http://gstl.sourceforge.net/
(http://prdownloads.sourceforge.net/gstl/GsTL‐1.2.1.tgz?download)

3.

QT v.3 for Windows is installed at G:\felles\biblioteker\Qt\Win32\3.3.6. Notice that
this is a commercial licensed version of QT. SGeMS requires (at least for SGeMS 1.4.1)
QT v.3, while only QT v.4 and newer is available in an open‐source version for
Windows. The open‐source version of QT for Windows also only works with MinGW,
not with Visual Studio.
To link QT with SGeMS, QT has to be compiled dynamically linked. Support for
OpenGL and STL is also needed.
If access to the debug symbols in QT is needed when debugging SGeMS, a debug
version of QT should also be installed.

4.

Python can be downloaded from http://www.python.org/
(http://www.python.org/ftp/python/2.4.3/python‐2.4.3.msi)

5.

Coin3D, SimVoleon and SoQT can be downloaded from http://www.coin3d.org/
(http://ftp.coin3d.org/coin/bin/win32/all/Coin‐2.4.5‐bin‐msvc7.zip,
http://ftp.coin3d.org/coin/src/all/SoQt‐1.3.0.zip,
http://ftp.coin3d.org/coin/bin/win32/all/SIMVoleon‐v2.0.1‐install.exe)

2 Installation
2.1 Python
Run python‐2.4.3.msi. If you don’t have any special preferences, the standard choices can be
used.

2.2 Coin3D
Unzip Coin‐X.X.X‐bin‐msvc7.zip on a suitable place, e.g. C:\Coin.
SimVoleon is installed by running the installation program. Install SimVoleon at the same place
as Coin was installed, e.g. C:\Coin.
SoQT is only available as source‐code and must be compiled:
1.

Unpack SoQt‐X‐X‐X.zip on a suitable place, e.g. C:\tmp.
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2.

Set a couple of environment variables: (This is done by opening System in the control
panel. In the advanced panel press environment variables.)
•

Set QTDIR to G:\felles\biblioteker\Qt\Win32\3.3.6

•

Set COINDIR to the directory where Coin was installed, e.g. C:\Coin.

3.

A project file for Visual Studio 2003 is located at \msvc7\soqt1.sln.

4.

Change the version number of the qt dll in project properties under
Linker‐>Input‐>Additional dependencies:
•

5.

Replace qt‐mt331.lib with qt‐mt336.lib.

Compile and build SoQT using the DLL (release) configuration. soqt1.dll will be built
and placed in the Coin directory.

2.3 GsTL
Unpack GsTL to the directory that will be used for compilation of SGeMS, e.g. C:\SGeMS.
Since GsTL is a template library, no compilation is necessary.

2.4 SGeMS
Unpack SGeMS to the same directory as where GsTL was placed, e.g. C:\SGeMS.
The following environment variables must be set, in addition to the environment variables set
when compiling SoQT:
•

PYTHON24_DIR must be set to the directory where Python is installed, e.g.
C:\Python24.

•

SGEMS_BUILD must be set to the root directory for the SGeMS source code, e.g.
C:\SGeMS.

•

COIN3D_DIR must be set to the directory where Coin is installed, e.g. C:\Coin.

To be able to compile the debug version, the following environment variable must point to the
location of QT, or a debug version of QT:
•

Set QTDIR_DBG to G:\felles\biblioteker\Qt\Win32\3.3.6

A project file for Visual Studio 2003 is located in the WinGsTLAppli directory.
Set the configuration to Release.
For all the projects in the workspace, qt‐mt335.lib must be replaced with qt‐mt336.lib under
Linker‐>Input‐>Additional dependencies. (If the qt‐version was replaced with an environment
variable, this would not been necessary. This would save much editing during installation.)
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A project file for Visual Studio 2003 is located in the WinGsTLAppli directory.
Add $(SGEMS_BUILD) to the list of additional include directories under C/C++ in project
properties.
GsTLAppli\geostat\filtersim_std\partition.cpp must be added as a source file in the
GsTLAppli_geostat project.
Compile the solution. (Build Solution)
Copy the plugins directory from C:\SGeMS to the output directory
C:\SGeMS\GsTLAppli\lib\win32.
Copy coin2.dll, soqt1.dll and simvoleon2.dll from C:\Coin\bin to
C:\SGeMS\GsTLAppli\lib\win32.
Copy qt‐mt336.dll from G:\felles\biblioteker\Qt\Win32\3.3.6\bin to
C:\tmp\SGeMS\GsTLAppli\lib\win32.
Make sure that GsTLwidgets.dll from the output directory is copied to
$(QTDIR)\plugins\designer. This is only needed to be done once per QT installation.
You should now be able to run SGeMS.

3 Debugging
If the previous recipe is followed, compilation of the debug version of SGeMS should only be a
matter of recompiling after changing the configuration to Debug, but to be able to run the
debug version from Visual Studio the following should be done in addition to copying the same
files as above to the debug‐output directory:
•

Set Working directory under debugging in project properties for GsTLAppli_actions to
the debug‐output directory, e.g. C:\SGeMS\GsTLAppli\lib\win32\debug.

•

If SGeMS already is installed on the computer, you might encounter some problems
with the loading of Colormap. To prevent this you can remove the GSTLAPPLIHOME
environment variable, but this might prevent the previously installed version of SGeMS
from working properly.

•

Since the latest version of SimVoleon is compiled with Visual Studio 6, the debug‐
version is dependent on a version of the standard library that is not present if you only
have a newer version of Visual Studio. The solution for this is to link the debug version
of SGeMS with the release version of Coin 3D, SimVoleon and SoQT. This is done by
replacing coin2d.dll, simvoleon2d.dll and soqt1d.dll with respectively coin2.dll,
simvoleon2.dll and soqt1.dll in project properties under Linker‐> Input‐>Additional
dependencies for all the projects in the workspace.
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